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About This Game

Shardbound is a Tactical Collectible Card Game. As you play, you’ll collect hundreds of units and build armies to compete head-
to-head with other players in matches of cunning and skill. Use positioning, the terrain, and your units’ unique abilities to

achieve victory.

In the world of Shardbound, a great land rush has begun: the shards of an ancient, broken world are falling from the sky. You'll
establish a Noble House alone or with friends, then head Shardbound to complete objectives and secure riches and fame.

If you’re watching somebody streaming Shardbound on Twitch, their Shardfall will appear in your overworld, giving you access
to special Twitch objectives and content generated specifically for their viewers to complete.
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Title: Shardbound
Genre: Free to Play, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Spiritwalk Games
Publisher:
Spiritwalk Games
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD CPU, 2 Ghz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Absolute rip-off for a sub-standard flash game. No unique mechanics.. This is the game that got me to but my first computer
back in 1995. And it is still my favorite puzzle game ever. My original discs no longer worked, so it was great to see it here.
When the added the achievements, I went around trying to find all the secret passages and puzzles, and after having beat this
game probably 10 times, I found one passage and puzzles I had never played before. Was pretty cool to get to play them all since
back in 1995 we the internet was just beginning to take off and you couldn't find info like you can today. Graphics obviously
aren't as nice as back then and the microscope puzzle is still probably one of the hardest (and maybe worst) puzzles ever (it's the
only achievement I can't get), but is still a fun game.. While I love these mediocre point\/click games I have to say this was done
pretty bad. The storyline was meh if you could even call it a storyline, I don't expect it to be best seller writers telling the story
but I do expect it to at least interest me. The puzzles were completely nonsensical most of the time; never used hint as much as I
have in this game in any others I have played, literally no way to even guess what they wanted you to accomplish bar spamming
hint and trying out all your items. I also encountered a bug where I was able to bypass an hour or so of the game which I must
say I am not complaining about. The warning sign as you load up set it up so that everyone who played it would be disappointed,
I don't think I even noticed it being eerie at all. Worst of all is that you could completely just spam click the hidden item
sections and finish them, in fact it was generally faster to do that than to search for items that blended into the background so
well that they actually were part of the scenery and the only way to see them is with hints, not good.. This game is a very good
stealth game but too short.

I finished it in less than an hour and I hope the developers will add some new levels.. Obviously, the game dev, who is Okazaki
Nagisa herself, made this game to show the grateness of Dango to the whole world.

10/10 Fuko Stars. This game is so simple and yet so addicting! The light humour is great, the artwork and animation is beautiful
and I really love the soundtrack. The controls are slick and the game allows for some tight and reflex-intensive matches and I
love all of it! 5/5!!!. Why require a dedicated server?. I have yet to finish this game, but I guess I need to save its life by giving it
a positive review now, because it's pretty darn good. I'm enjoying it very much. It's not perfect - it has a few problem but they're
not dealbreakers.
Also, about the "YOU" feature. I don't know if the developers know what info you're filling, but you can always call yourself
"Ronald McDonald" and upload a photo of him or something if you're worried. Nothing is stopping you from doing this. Play it!
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Good 1st chapter
Short but good.. Horrororiented puzzle/adventure game. I found the game rather challenging, especially since it was quite often
hard to figure out what was next (alot of it just seemed illogical to me - and too many times the objective was hidden in the
graphical representation of the game).

If you like very hard adventure games with a horror-theme, this could be for you.. otherwise there are, in my opinion, many
other games out there I would recommend over this one.. Best game i've ever played,I have a total of 533 hrs on record and hae
it on xbox 360 to I hope there is a 2016 farming simulator best series and best one so far keep up the good work. It's free, easy
(?) to play and oddly compelling. There's no flashy graphics, no complicated key combinations, the action is delivered as a
narrative, only you decide from a list of options what our heroine (Alice) does next. Unfortunatly the choices I've made so far
have resulted in her death, some more gruesome than others, but....It's free, did I mention that?

Get it, try it, you have nothing to lose, except Alice's life.. Alhough there are a few (non-game-breaking, mostly cosmetic) bugs
here and there, I really enjoyed this game. Some of the puzzles are real head-scratchers and I did get the feeling that there's
usually more than one way to solve them. I felt like the price was fair.. Phinnegan's Factory is one of my favorite games now.
Cartoony aspect is great, and it made me play for hours!!!
\ud53c\ub124\uac74\uc988\uc758 \ud329\ud1a0\ub9ac\/\uacf5\uc7a5\/ \uc740 \ud655\uc2e4\ud788 \uc81c\uac00
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZlfLN1i3oT0. This one is a pretty high quality mystery novel that opens up and transforms piece by piece as
you progress in the story.

Do note that this is both character building/interaction- and exposition-heavy story. Writer does admirable attempt at fleshing
out the world and characters and the way it differs from our own. You will either like this approach or not. For me it was fine
for most part. YMMV, you've been warned.

Novel is divided in five parts, of which only two are open for reading initially (After, Before, Current, Double and Xtend). Play
completely through episode "After" first, even though logically and chronologically it would seem better to read "Before" first.
It's not, just trust me on this.

Voice acting is one of the highlights here, as it is both high quality and all dialogue is voiced. This is also a pretty long story, so
as long as you like the subject matter you will get your "money's worth" for sure. I'd say you'll spend at least 50 hours if you
actually listen the dialogue. I'd say it took about 65 to get through the main stuff and then few more hours poking around for
different endings and Xtend extras.

I recommend this VN for any fan of light science fiction and mystery stories.. In short, Wild Warfare aims to be Team Fortress
2 with furry animals. That lofty goal is however still aways off. What you'll find at this early stage in development is some fairly
crude stuff. Notwithstanding, I've had fun with what I've played.

As with every Early Access game, however, what you're paying for is potential (paying if you buy the DLC, that is). Right now I
have to ask myself whether the devs aren't perhaps wasting a lot of effort with this game. After all, we already have Team
Fortress 2. Why do a clone? I would suppose the simplest answer to this question being -- why not do a clone? If one thing is
successful, does that presuppose that someone else shouldn't try to do the same thing and try to beat the original at its own
game? I mean, that's the core of virtually all business, isn't it? All businesses try to do something better which others are already
doing.

Since this is Early Access, prepare for some rough patches, including:

- few players
- few maps
- maps are overly simplistic, crude and small
- general lack of detail (and personality) with regards to character models
- low resolution textures
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- gun models take up far too much visual space, blocking your view
- only three playable classes
- and they are horribly unbalanced
- stock music which doesn't fit the theme or the action

Right now, during Winter Sale 2014, the DLC pack is \u20ac0,41. I've decided to buy a few and hand them out to friends to try
and get the community going. If the developers buck the Early Access trend and actually make this into a game worth playing,
i.e. a product that rivals Team Fortress 2 for its polish and accessibility (while embracing the competitive edge lacking in TF2's
model), then we'll be on to a winner.

In my opinion, there is a market for a competitive FPS starring cutesy animals wielding big guns (provided the guns don't block
half the screen). Now let's hope Hyper Hippo Prods. don't screw up their particular stab at that market.
. Don't be fooled. This game is better than it looks. More fun and more challenging as well...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=krDybK3RmG0

Easily worth its asking price of 99 cents, I put over an hour into this unique little indie game the first time I launched it.. and
that is RARE for me to do with ANY game here on Steam, even big budget games. That should tell you something! But then
again, I always have had a fondness for developers who don't simply toss up asset flips or low effort crap and put a 99 cent price
tag on it. No memes here, sorry kiddies. No sexual references or images of bouncy cleavage, sorry pervs. Instead what we have
is probably the most unique game I think I've played in my 35 years of gaming. While it's not going to make game of the year, it
is easily worth your dollar and offers enough challenge to make you holler! ;-)

My "First Play on Launch Day" initial scoring:
----------------------------------------------------------

VALUE: For a dollar, if you don't think you can ever get an hours worth of gameplay out of this little gem, then I'd tell you to
try roaming away from the hordes of sheep and AAA pretty glamour games once in a while and open your mind. ..Just sayin'
Easy 40 value here.

FUN: It takes a few minutes to get the hang of what's going on and a little longer to figure out how to control yourself, and
probably much longer to "git gud" at controlling yourself and your shots, but there is a good amount of fun and challenge
offered here. 21 out of 30.

CONTROLS & BUGS: This game just goes to show that good games with solid controls and few bugs CAN be made and sold
for the cheaps by using the free version of Unity. A few minor bugs like the image of your astronaut clipping through the
planets at times, but nothing that makes your gameplay suffer. 18 out of 20 points scored here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND: By far the least important aspect in my scoring criteria, this game just proves yet again that AAA
amazing graphics and a $60 price tag aren't required to have fun with a game. The graphics and sound works just fine here, and
the ambient music is perfect for this type of a game. 6 out of 10 points.

My SCORE: (40 + 21 + 18 + 6) equals an impressive 85%. Nice game for your first game ever Mr developer. Well done and I
look forward to your next game! :-)
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